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The decision-making independence of the bank should be “sacrosanct”,
otherwise private investors will view the political risk as too high
RCCAO invited to the Hill to offer input on how infrastructure bank should operate
On behalf of RCCAO’s labour-management board,
executive director Andy Manahan travelled to Ottawa
recently to make a presentation concerning the new
Canada Infrastructure Bank. Here are some of his
comments to the standing committee on finance:
RCCAO commissioned a report in 2009 that included a
recommendation to create an infrastructure bank. After
hearing in 2015 that the federal government was considering
whether to establish an infrastructure bank, the group
decided to finance a report on how that could be done. That
led to a roundtable with the federal deputy infrastructure
minister, Ontario’s assistant deputy minister and many other
“bright lights” who hashed out how this government agency
would function and what its responsibilities would be. It also
resulted in University of Toronto Prof. Matti Siemiatycki
being asked to write a second report for RCCAO on how to
best implement the agency as a centre of excellence.

“Project evaluation is a critical function … I think we could
probably, all across your ridings, come up with projects that
are really good right now, but I think it’s critical that we also
look at projects that have a positive ROI …
“Secondly … it’s really important that projects generate
revenue. I know this is sometimes politically toxic in terms
of things like road pricing, or tolling, but gas tax revenues
are declining ... cars are becoming more fuel efficient …
We’re getting into an era of connected vehicles, autonomous
vehicles and more electric vehicles … there has to be a
transition …
“(Thirdly) … the view we have is that a true arm’s-length
agency is much better than veto power, recall, or secondguessing whether an evaluation was done correctly. That’s
our view … This bank should be sacrosanct in that way.”
The new infrastructure agency is expected to be launched
before the end of 2017.
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